Roofing Repair In Leesburg VA Receives Five
Star Testimonial
April 12, 2018
Roofer 911, based in McLean, VA, is proud to announce that they have received a new five star
testimonial from a happy customer in Leesburg, VA. They have turned this review into a showcase
video, which went live on April 6, 2018. The video can be viewed at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcup9jOH5LE.
In the review, the customer stated just how happy she was with the roofing repair service that was
provided for her home in Leesburg, VA, and she and her family would want to share their great
experience to others. Cheryl Weaver says: "They were professional, fast and did a wonderful job. I
was desperate to get someone out right away due to a leak and they came the very next day while
other companies told me two weeks. I highly recommend them."
As shown on the company website at http://www.roofer911.com/roof-repair/loudoun-countyva/leesburg.htm, Roofer 911 strives to offer superior workmanship with guaranteed satisfaction. The
area, just outside of Washington DC, has some 45,000 homes, each of which may at some time be in
need of repair. With 91 rainy days per year, with an average of 41.9" of water, and also an average of
21.9" of snow during the winter, roof problems are quite common. The high summer humidity and
heat, and the frequent thunder storms also make matters worse. Thankfully, Roofer 911 is there to
resolve any issues, also offering emergency services.
The service that they offer has been highly appreciated by many customers. Indeed, a quick look at
the business' Yelp page at https://www.yelp.com/biz/roofer-911-mclean shows just how many people
have come to trust in and rely on their service. One of the things that people are particularly
appreciative of is the educational service that the company offers. They have listed a number of key
factors that people should be aware of that could be indicative of a roof problem. These include
hearing rodents, smelling mold, having high energy bills, water in the basement after a storm, bubbles
in the drywall, icicles across the roof, and puddles in the fireplace. Any of those signs could indicate
that there is a need to call out the repair service.
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